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1 8 5 7 - 2 o 1 7

v ý r o č í a n n I v E r s a r y

the stOry OF the resPecteD brAnD MOser 

begAn One hunDreD AnD sixty yeArs 

AgO, thAnks tO the DreAM AnD cOurAge 

OF luDWig MOser, A tAlenteD engrAver 

AnD businessMAn AnD creAtOr OF the 

ePOnyMOus cOMPAny. FrOM the Outset 

the FOunDing OF the glAssWOrks in the 

iMMeDiAte vicinity OF the WOrlD-FAMOus 

sPA tOWn OF kArlOvy vAry, visiteD by 

A WeAlthy clientele, incluDing rOyAl 

FAMilies, PreDeterMineD the PrODuctiOn 

tO FOcus On the MOst DeMAnDing 

echelOns. thAnks tO their uniqueness 

MOser’s luxury beverAge sets, 

DecOrAtive WOrks AnD unique engrAvings 

WOn iMMeDiAte ADMirAtiOn AnD resPect, 

AnD tO this DAy they Are sOught AFter by 

excePtiOnAl PeOPle All Over the WOrlD. 
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the second half of the 19th century was a time of 
the great world and industrial exhibitions, which 
even set trends in glassmaking. Moser not only 

participated in them, it also won a number 
of awards. thanks to its craftsmanship and 

artistic freshness, and despite the tremendous 
domestic and foreign competition, the glass it 
offered soon became synonymous with luxury.

After the biedermeier period, arts and crafts in the 
West looked back on its past and the art of the Orient. 

thanks to the boom in archaeology and the general 
fascination with history – everything from antiquity 
to empire returned to fashion with varying degrees 
of intensity and durability. new shapes, motifs and 
decorations emerged thanks to the art of exotic 

countries, one of the major sources of inspiration for 
Art nouveau. in this jumble of styles ludwig Moser 
proved he had excellent focus and could market 
products that invoked emotions in his customers. 
his outlook and the emphasis on quality brought 

not only business success, but also the admiration 
and respect of the glassmaking world.  

The PaTh To Fame
1857 - 1900

1857 ludwig Moser
 established the   
 glassworks
 in karlovy vary

1870 started to cooperate 
 with the best bohemian 
 glass engravers 

1872 a first-class glass paint  
 room founded 
 in Mistrovice

1873 earned the title imperial  
 royal court supplier;  
 Medal for Merit from  
 the World exhibition in  
 vienna; the company 
 has sales offices in new  
 york, london, Paris 
 and st. Petersburg

1878 bronze Medal 
 at the World exhibition 
 in Paris

1889  bronze Medal 
 at the World exhibition 
 in Paris

1892 established 
 the glassworks 
 in the Dvory district 
 of karlovy vary

1893 bronze Medal 
 at the World exhibition 
 in chicago

1899 patented relief 
 painting with enamels 
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The glassworks around 1895. on the right at the front Ludwig moser.

Vienna 1873 Paris 1889

medals from World exhibitions

Chicago 1893
oRNameNT

paIntInG’s autHor: 
Jan Janecký

H: 12 inch
Colour: dark violet 

lIMItEd EdItIon: 100  pcs

LITTLe BIRD
paIntInG’s autHor: 

Jan Janecký
H: 15.7 inch

Colour: aquamarine
lIMItEd EdItIon: 50  pcs

ornaMEnt / lIttlE bIrd
dEsIGn:  1880

vases from the Historicist period painted with a delicate floral 
decoration in gold and enamel with distinctive ornaments 

in the shape of stylised flowers. 

the original shape is modified and styled for the contemporary archetype. 
themes oak sprigs and acorns are made of patinated metal.
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eaGLe 
paIntInG’s autHor: Jan Janecký

H: 17.7 inch
Colour: rosalin

lIMItEd EdItIon: 50  pcs

EaGlE
dEsIGn:  1885

a vase decorated with a dominant relief rendition of an eagle 
and acorns covered with paint and gold. this is an original 

shape and decoration brought to the present and 
depicted with contemporary techniques.
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at the beginning of the 20th century Moser employed 
four hundred people at the glassworks, the 

decorative workshops and the shop. there was no 
drop in demand, quite the contrary. the basis of this 
success was carefully choosing the new items to be 
designed in line with fashion trends, sophisticated 

marketing and rigorous brand building. this set the 
glassworks apart from the majority of bohemian 

competition that did not have this concept.

Art nouveau fully entered the glass industry at 
the World exhibition in Paris in 1900, where Moser 
won the silver medal. For a few years the interest in 

historicism took a back seat, then baroque, empire and 
biedermeier once again become popular in europe 

and overseas. before World War i, ludwig Moser and 
his sons also turned their attention to luxury drinks 

sets as well as solitary items. these were soon bought 
by the wealthy, powerful and noble from all around the 

world. it was primarily leo Moser who decided about 
the form of the new collections. under his leadership 

the ornate oroplastique technique was born 
as was the icon entitled splendid.   

1900 - 1918 1900 the emergence 
 of the ‘karlsbader   
 secession‘ and   
 ‘eckentiefgravur‘

1900 silver medal 
 at the World exhibition 
 in Paris

1901 appointed court 
 supplier to 
 the Persian shah

1904 gold medal 
 at the World exhibition 
 in st. louis

1908 appointed court 
 supplier to the king 
 of england

1908  leo Moser became 
 the glassworks’ 
 technical director

1911 the start of cooperation 
 with artists and designers

1916 ludwig Moser died 
 and leo Moser 
 became the head 
 of the company

oN The WINGs 
oF a DRaGoNFLy
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ChLoe
paIntInG’s autHor: Jan Janecký 

H: 11.8  inch 
Colour: clear underlay with reseda and rose 

lIMItEd EdItIon: 300  pcs

CHloE
dEsIGn:  1895

Goblet, the underlaid colours ads a gentle touch to the ornate 
ribbing of the internal bevelling optic. It is decorated with a 
plant ornamentation painted using high-class enamels and 
gold in a style bordering Historicism and art nouveau. the 
fact that it can be used from both ends is subtly elegant. 

EMIly
dEsIGn:  1910 – 1913

the table lamp’s shape perfectly matches its prototype in the 
glassworks’ pattern book. the art nouveau-inspired theme of irises was 

designed and created by master engraver Milan Holubek. the lamp’s 
elegance is enhanced by the cut of the base, its softness and natural 
beauty is further completed by the glass’s light blue tint and the gold-
plated brass mounting. this makes it both highly contemporary as well 

as unique and luxurious.

emILy
H: 17.3 inch 

Colour: clear underlay with blue  
lIMItEd EdItIon: 60  pcs
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the dining habits of the higher social strata 
always required perfect accessories. It was not 

easy to penetrate this select clientele. Moser 
succeeded with royal, the neo-empire set from 

1907, when the english king edward vII, 
a regular visitor to karlovy vary, became one 

of its customers. He even named Ludwig Moser 
and his sons the court supplier (1908). the 

Copenhagen (1909) and Maria theresia (1913) 
sets were also very successful, the former 
using the optical effects of cuts, the latter 

being based on the shape and ornamentation 
of the austrian empress’ tableware. 

IsLaNDs oF 
aBuNDaNCe

luxury Drinks sets 

1893 - 1918

MarIa tHErEsIa
dEsIGn:  1913

the famous drinks set from cut and engraved glass is inspired by a set of 
tableware from the reign of the Empress of austria and Queen of bohemia 
Maria theresia; it was part of the furnishings of the schönbrunn palace in 

vienna. It accommodates the popularity of baroque, rococo and Classicism, 
which were once again very fashionable in luxury glass from the last third 

of the 19th century and highly sought after by customers. leo Moser knew 
full-well about this trend and tried to offer it in the glassworks’ product range. 
the set is decorated with two types of engravings with sundry themes. one 
mimics the original rococo ornament, the other was made in the 1930’s by 

master engraver konstantin Hable snr. to a watteau pattern.

A n n u A l  e x h i b i t i O n    17   
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The Copenhagen set bedecked the tables at the wedding of spanish Crown Prince Felipe and 
Letizie ortiz attended by forty members of royal families, government ministers and other 
eminent luminaries from around the world, 2004.

CopEnHaGEn
dEsIGn:  1909

one of Moser’s most popular sets inspired by the aesthetics of albion. 
It is the first drinks set decorated with the oroplastique decoration, which 
contributed greatly to the karlovy vary company being seen as a luxury 

brand. numerous heads of state from around the world have taken a liking to 
it. since the time of the first Czechoslovak president, tomáš G. Masaryk, 

it has been an inherent part of all the important events and meetings 
held at prague Castle. It is an elegant demonstration of a unity of form, 

decoration and the charm of bohemian crystal glass.

18     M O s e r 
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royal
dEsIGn:  1907

the drinks set’s simple shape is accentuated by a subtle diamond 
cut on its lower part which emphasises the impressive optical 

effects. It symbolically refers to the beginning of the 19th century, 
when traditional bohemian crystal began to be cut in the manner 

of the fashionable british leaded glass. the name of the set is 
derived from the title of its first noble customer. this was none 

other than the English king Edward vII, who probably chose 
it personally during one of his visits to karlovy vary. 

The Royal wine glasses with the insignia of the english Royal Couple - King edward VII 
and Queen alexandra.

the set, intended for the English king Edward vII and his wife alexandra, 
was decorated with an extended gilded rim and their enamel and gold-

painted initials. nowadays royal has several dozen shapes for the glasses, 
goblets, decanters and accessories. Its owners include a number of other 

prominent customers, including the norwegian king Haakon vII, 
the maharajahs of baroda and navangar or the turkish president 

Celal bayar. a set with the united nations emblem is used 
in its new york headquarters. 
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splEndId
dEsIGn:  1911

the author of the design for the most famous set from the glassworks 
is still cloaked in mystery. However, leo Moser certainly contributed to 
it, as he systematically incorporated new designs inspired by famous 

epochs of both bohemian and European glassmaking into the collections. 
His international outlook, respect for the customer’s taste and refined 

aesthetic sensibility – along with the glassmakers’ prowess –  all 
contributed to the creation of the splemdid set, the true glass of kings. the 

Finnish president paasikivi, saudi arabia’s king Faisal, Egyptian king Fuad, 
the Maharaja of Hyderabad or the governments of pakistan and algeria 

have all succumbed to the charms of one of the world’s most 
famous drinks sets.   

the set was introduced onto the market 
in 1911. at the time Leo Moser ran the 
glassworks. elegant, classicist shapes, 

combinations of fine and robustly cut empire 
decorations, gilded, later replaced with the 

oroplastique technique to create an art 
Nouveau informed ornamental band with 

acanthus leaves under the rims of the glasses 
and receptacles, all together this created a set 
that soon became a defining symbol of luxury. 
It is no surprise that in 1947 the Czechoslovak 

President edvard beneš did not hesitate to 
give it as a wedding present to the future 

Queen elizabeth II of england. 

The sPLeNDID 
PheNomeNoN 

A n n u A l  e x h i b i t i O n    23   
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The splendid drinks set that President edvard Beneš gave to the english Princess elizabeth 
as a wedding gift for her marriage.

President edvard Beneš, accompanied by the 
glasswork’s director Ludvík Konrád, during a visit 
to the glassworks on 20 may 1947.

a splendid wine glass with the emblem 
of the english Princess elizabeth, 1947.

The wedding banquet of the Danish Crown Prince Frederik to mary elizabeth Donaldson
took place in Copenhagen at amalienborg Palace, where the festive table was dominated by
the splendid drinks set, 2004.

The First Lady of the Czech Republic, Livia Klausová, Pope Benedict XVI and a splendid bowl,
Prague Castle, 2009.
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the birth of Czechoslovakia deepened the dependence 
of the domestic glass industry on export. at first a short 

boom and then the Depression of the 1930’s hit it with 
full force. the Mosers tried to counter fluctuations in 

demand by investments – increasing production capacity, 
technological innovation, new stores and working with 
artists. the family firm was changed to a public limited 

company. the last Moser left the board in 1934. 

echoes of Art nouveau, ubiquitous historicism, 
art deco and functionalism, all this was symptomatic of 
the stylish melange of the first czechoslovak republic. 

therefore, to keep abreast, the glassworks’ director, leo 
Moser, himself a devotee of neoclassicism, began to offer 

room for primarily german and Austrian designers ascribing 
to the current aesthetics. he also invested in modernising 

the plant and developing new glass coloured with rare 
earths, which became one of the brand’s basic building 

blocks. they further increased its world reputation, thanks to 
which the glassworks, one of the few in europe, 

could pursue art and luxury glass even
 in the dark years of World War ii.  

WheRe Is 
my home?

1918 - 1945

1919 registration of the trade   
 mark ‘Oroplastique’

1920 development 
 of coloured glass

1921 the company changed   
 into a public limited company

1922 buys the glassworks   
 Meyrův synovec in Adolfov

1922 the start of collaboration   
 with the Wiener Werkstätte

1923  in the vatican leo Moser   
 personally handed over   
 the Pope set to Pope Pius xi,   
 all 218 pieces are engraved 
 with the engraved emblem

1925 the representative 
 shop in Prague’s black   
 rose Palace opened

1925 golden Medal from    
 the international    
 exhibition of Decorative   
 and industrial Arts in Paris

1926  registration of the ‘Animor’   
 trade mark

1929 registration of trade marks 
 for glass coloured with rare   
 earths (heliolit, Alexandrite,   
 Praseomit, 1930 royalit)

1932 leo Moser left the company

1933 sale of the glassworks in Adolfov

1935 the grand Prix at the World   
 exhibition in brussels

1937 grand Prix at the World   
 exhibition in Paris

1940 grand Prize at the vii   
 triennial in Milan
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aNImoR 
H: 11.8  inch
Colour: dark blue
lIMItEd EdItIon: 100  pcs

anIMor
dEsIGn:  1926,  rudolF wE ls

the collection was made in the art deco style, which is often fond 
of using exotic themes and inspiration. the bottom of the vase and 

the neck have horizontal fluting decorated with lines painted in 
24-karat gold. It is dominated by a wide band of sand-blasted and 

gilded ornamentation in the form of elephants and palm trees.  

In the 1920’s the world was still reeling from the tragedy of world war I. 
people wanted to forget, to have fun, to live each day to the fullest. this 

was accommodated in the playful decorativism in the arts, crafts and 
architecture. the bottom of the vase has horizontal fluting decorated 

with lines painted in 24-karat gold. the main theme is a wide, sand-blasted 
and gilded band decorated with giraffes and palm trees.      

anIMor
dEsIGn:  1926,  rudolF wE ls

aNImoR
H: 12.6  inch

Colour: aquamarine
lIMItEd EdItIon: 100  pcs
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Interior of moser sales Gallery in Prague, Na Příkopě, 1934.

moser sales Gallery in Prague, Na Příkopě, 1934. Leo moser in Vatican, 1923.

Leo moser in his study, 1932.

WeRsIN
H: 13.4  inch

Colour: rosalin
lIMItEd EdItIon: 160  pcs

wErsIn
dEsIGn:  1940,  wolFGanG von wE rsIn

a unique vase from the collection of architect and 
designer wolfgang von wersin’s designs initially made for 

the deutsche werkstätte in Munich. the intricately cut 
decoration of wedge-shaped cuts form the perfect optical 

effect of sharp relief and allows the properties of Moser 
crystal to be appreciated in all their glory.
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Despite the variety of styles during the 
interwar period, as concerns drinks glasses, it 
was mainly Historicism and patterns linking 

to successful sets that held sway. Clear crystal 
glass that was cut, engraved or decorated with 
oroplastique was the cornerstone and highly 
sought after by the elites of the world. Moser 
developed into a reputable supplier of luxury 

drinking glasses for monarchs, presidents 
and governments from around the world. to 

this day the adele Melikoff (1922/1923), Lady 
Hamilton (1934) and Mozart (1936) sets are 

permanent fixtures in the company’s product 
range. Modern aesthetics were closer to 

the middle classes. they were catered for in 
the cut crystal and colour of the impressive 

functionalist set bar (1934). 

IsLaNDs oF 
aBuNDaNCe 

luxury Drinks sets

1918 - 1945

lady HaMIlton
dEsIGn:  1934

the set is named after the charming English actress of the late 18th century 
- the wife of diplomat william Hamilton, admiral nelson’s lover and the muse 
of the painter George romney. Her life story belonged to very popular not 

only in the 19th century, but also in the first half of the 20th century, when 
both a silent film and an operetta were made about her in Germany. 

the optically distinct, cut set not only bears the name of the beautiful 
daughter of a blacksmith from ness, it also has her elegance 
and charm as well as the ability to conquer the human heart. 

A n n u A l  e x h i b i t i O n    33   
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Mozart
dEsIGn:  1936,  ot to tausCHE k

the prague premiere of the opera don Giovanni in 1787, which 
wolfgang amadeus Mozart himself conducted, was written into 

the history of world music in golden letters. It was received by the 
audience just as enthusiastically as the Mozart set, designed by otto 
tauschek, has also been received for many decades. the Classicist 

shape and fine decoration, in combination with a distinctive cut, 
feels natural, although this is the result of an extremely demanding 

production process. so it was when Mozart’s opera first rang out. the 
prague newspapers elatedly hailed it as an opus that prague had not 

heard the likes of and whose performance is extremely difficult. 

bar
dEsIGn:  1934,  rudolF EsCHlE r

the drinks set, designed by company draughtsman rudolf Eschler, 
bears an imprint of functionalism, a reserved and expedient style 
sharply contrasting with the spontaneous and organic aesthetics 
of the 1920’s. the oval shape, tamed by pregnant edges, reflects 

the mentality of the new world, where everything has its place and 
order. at first the set was only made of crystal, but later the unique 

Moser colours were used giving it a greater aesthetic dimension. 
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after World War II the glassworks was nationalised. 
even though new patterns arose in cooperation 

with academically educated artists, the production 
programme’s foundation remained the tried and 

tested patterns from previous decades. New artistic 
impulses also came thanks to the state’s involvement in 
international exhibitions, where the vision of a modern 

form from the world-famous Moser could not be absent. 

the government of the People brought with it an ambition 
to prove to the world that socialism was not flat. especially 
in the area of arts and artistic crafts. in addition, the state 
economy enabled investment into patterning without an 

emphasis on immediate economic effect. the invention of 
czech artists, the skill of the glassworks’ employees and 

the political will gave rise to the remarkable artefacts and 
prototypes that Moser presented at Milan (1957), brussels 

(1958), Moscow (1959) and Montreal (1967). For the first 
time the company’s product range included abstract 

paintings and engravings or atypical technologies. the 
artists tried to impart this new face onto drinks glasses too.  

aRT KNoWs No 
BouNDaRIes

1945 - 1991
1945 company nationalised

1949 development of   
 cooperation with external  
 artists; foreign trade  
 transferred to the 
 state-owned skloexport

1956 an art centre was  
 established 
 at the glassworks

1957 participation in the xi  
 triennial in Milan

1958 grand Prix at the World  
 exhibition in brussels

1963 the glassworks starts 
 to be modernised 
 and expanded

1967 participation at the World  
 exposition in Montreal
 
1970 participation at the World  
 exposition in Osaka

1981 gold Medal of the italian  
 chamber of commerce 
 in Milan 
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The grinding workshop after reconstruction in 1967.

The smelter hall after reconstruction, 1970’s.

Glassworks after reconstruction, 1970’s.

JubIlant
dEsIGn:  1982,  vl adIMír JE línE k

the set arose to mark the 125th anniversary of the Moser 
Glassworks and the same year it was awarded the gold medal 
at the International trade Fair in brno. artistically it builds upon 

the best traditions of the prestigious, cut crystal drinks 
sets that were made in karlovy vary. 
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TWo heRoNs
H: 8.6 inch 

Colour: clear

home
H: 4.7 inch

Colour: clear

the vases created in 1963 are an excellent example of 
the designs made by luboš Metelák, who liked to use 

simple conical vases for hand-engraved, highly stylised and 
combined figural, relief or linear motifs, often highlighted by 

the contrast between polished and matt surfaces.

two HErons / HoME
dEsIGn:  1963,  luboš MEtE l ák

oBJeCT 
H: 10 a 12.2 inch

Colour: aquamarine underlay with green 
and aquamarine underlay with amethyst

obJECt
dEsIGn:  1969,  vl adIMír JE línE k

vladimír Jelínek’s designs for Moser are often refined works of 
art. they are both bold and poetic and represent the brand in 
its experimental form on the border between design and art. 
In 1970 the author received the gold medal of the bavarian 
state prize for these hand-blown and underlaid solid vases 

with ingeniously cut glimpses into the heart of the glass.
their current form reveals the arresting inner world 

of crystal, so full of extraordinary tales.
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eXCLusIVe 
NoVeLTIes

giAnt sniFters & MAsterly engrAving

1945 - 1991

From 1957-1961 the glassworks brought out 
a set of Giant snifters, which soon became a 

commercial hit. the man behind this idea was 
František Chocholatý, the manager of the Prague 

outlet. the first of them enjoyed success at the 
World exhibition in brussels in 1958 as part of 
the glassworks’ collection awarded the Grand 
Prix. there is also a Giant snifters Club, whose 

members include a number of famous celebrities. 

still highly sought after are the master 
engravings, a unique example of the perfect 

harmony between art, crafts and Moser glass. 
they literally breathe life into historical, natural, 

abstract and other motifs. this is because 
the Moser engravers have always been 

among the best in the world.

Claudia Cardinale, the Italian actress, with glasses from the Giant snifters set, 1960.
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GIant snIFtErs
dEsIGn:  1957,  rudolF sCHwE dlE r and FrantIšE k CHoCHol at ý

Giant snifters, inspired by the various types of human 
physiognomy, were first presented at the International Film 
Festival in karlovy vary in 1957, they were in the collection 

that was awarded the Grand prix at EXpo ‘58 in brussels and 
were admired by both actors and spectators in Monte Carlo 
and sorrento. the original and imaginative snifters were soon 

a favourite of film stars and musicians. among the members of 
the prestigious Giant snifters Club were louis armstrong, peter 
Fonda, sophia loren, Claudia Cardinale and whoopi Goldberg.

haile selassie I, ethiopian emperor during a toast with the Giant snifters, 1959.

Louis and Lucille armstrong with Giant snifters, Prague 1965.

44     M O s e r 
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maRIa TheResIa BoWL
H: 25 inch

Colour: clear

MarIa tHErEsIa bowl
dEsIGn:  1957

the popular sets from the glassworks’ history remained the 
basis of its product range well into the 20th century. they were 
often expanded with new shapes, patterns and colours. this 
resulted in a large bowl for Moser’s 100th anniversary, which 
supplemented the Maria theresia set. the rich decoration, 
in the form of a rococo motif of leaf work and putti, was 

designed by engraver konstantin Hable Jnr.

perfectly made textured engraving is now one of the typical 
features of Moser’s art glass. one of the first in the glassworks 

to start using this exacting craft technique was the master 
engraver Ivan Chalupka. His exceptional skills, eye for detail and 
patience were demonstrated during his excellent transferral of 
albrecht dürer’s 1498 woodcut of the Four Horsemen of the 

apocalypse into Moser crystal. 

tHE Four HorsEMEn oF tHE apoCalypsE 
E nGravE r:  1990,   Ivan CHalupk a

DomINaNT
H: 38 inch

EnGravEd MotIF: the Four Horsemen of the apocalypse
Colour: clear
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When the glassworks once again became a private 
undertaking, it’s success was not a matter of 

course. the company had to restore direct contact 
with customers, maintain existing markets whilst 

acquiring new ones and strengthen the brand. 
Prudently it continued patterning glass with 

external designers, which complemented and 
broadened the product range.

For the glass industry the velvet revolution in 
czechoslovakia was a political-economic watershed, 
not an artistic one. the producers and designers had 
insight about the global competition, because, even 

in the socialist era, this branch distinctly focussed 
on exports. the question was how much space 

to reserve for innovations and how much for the 
established range. not all czech glassworks found 

the answer; Moser, however, did. some of the designs 
put on the market during this period are still made to 
this day. the company also began to independently 

participate in important foreign trade fairs and shows.  

The seaRCh FoR 
NeW PaThs

1991 - 2007

1991 privatisation of the   
 glassworks and formation  
 of a public limited 
 liability company

1993 independent export  
 restored

1996 representative shop 
 opened in karlovy vary  
 and an international  
 symposium of cut glass

1997 organised a touring 
 exhibition to celebrate  
 the brand’s 
 140th anniversary 
 and released a special  
 publication

2003 first participation 
 at the trend-setting 
 trade fair Maison 
 & Objet in Paris 
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the dining culture of the upper echelons of 
society has its rules, with tradition playing a 
big part in them. this is why Moser sets have 
managed to keep their position. the elegant 
Isabel (2001) or Casanova (2004) cut crystal 
glass collections have tied in to this legacy. 

However, there were also artistic experiments, 
of which Lancelot (2003) has remained in the 
company’s product range to this day. It would 
not be possible without cooperation between 

the glassworks and both established Czech 
artists as well as talented young designers, 
who are provided the space to bring their 

ideas about the future of Moser’s 
drinking glasses to fruition.

IsLaNDs oF 
aBuNDaNCe

luxury Drinks sets

1991 - 2007

IsabEl
dEsIGn:  2000,  J Iří  šuHáJE k

this elegant and slim set with a finely cut stem was designed 
for special celebrations and events. the artistic moniker of glass 

artist and designer Jiří šuhájek is remarkable and effective. He has 
an exceptional feel for unusual colour combinations and 

details which make his objects unique. 
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lanCElot
dEsIGn:  2002,  k atE řIna doušová

Geometric shapes in combination with a spectacular 
cut are the hallmark of Moser’s glass. Interior designer 

kateřina doušová’s designs embrace this trend. but 
that’s not all, her inventive use of the refraction of light 

gives her designs an element of surprise that 
multiplies their visual attractiveness.

Casanova
dEsIGn:  2003,  Jan MarEš

this cleanly and economically cut set by artist Jan Mareš 
grows from the foundations upon which the success 

of Moser’s drinking glasses is built. the clean and 
optically perfect glass, together with a proportionally 

balanced shape, is tastefully supplemented by a 
completely new type of oroplastique decoration.
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the fact that the glassworks is not resting on 
its laurels is evidenced by the hundreds of new 

designs created in the last decade. Many of them 
have won not only the customers’ attention, but 

also the recognition of theorists and design show 
organisers. Moser did well in the Czech Grand 
Design, it participated in the prestigious trade 
fairs in Frankfurt, Paris and Milan. In 2008 the 

company opened its museum in the glassworks 
and a new sales gallery on the old town square in 
Prague. three years later it became a member of 

the exclusive luxury brands association 
Comité Colbert. 

a DeCaDe 
oF suCCess

2007 - 2017

2007 the glassworks 
 celebrated its 150th 
 anniversary by unveiling  
 a collection 
 at the prestigious 
 trade fair in Frankfurt 
 am Main

2008 a new Moser sales 
 gallery opens 
 on the Old town 
 square in Prague

2011 Moser was accepted  
 into comité colbert, 
 the French association 
 whose members include 
 such world-famous 
 brands as chanel, 
 hermes, Dior, cartier 
 and louis vuitton

2012 the company’s sales 
 gallery on Prague’s Old 
 town square opened 
 the Moser Art gallery 
 which holds regular   
 exhibitions of the artists  
 and schools 
 co-operating with 
 the glassworks
   
2013 the glassworks’ Art 
 Director, lukáš Jabůrek, 
 won the People’s choice 
 award in czech grand 
 Design 2012 for the 
 Pear vase and the   
 kolorit collection
 
2014 a modern visitor centre, 
 which includes 
 a museum devoted to 
 Moser’s past and present, 
 is opened in the   
 glassworks’ grounds
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pEar
dEsIGn:  2011,  lukáš JabůrE k

PeaR
H: 30 inch

Colour: aquamarine underlay with reseda

the art director of the Moser Glassworks is not only the main 
creator of the brand’s artistic concept, but also an outstanding glass 

cutter. He approaches his work with respect for the glass and the 
people who make it and enjoy it. His objects show that humility is 

certainly no barrier to invention. art and craft are perfectly blended 
together in his work without one rising above the other. thus, lukáš 
Jabůrek manages to honour the brand’s tradition whilst at the same 

time bringing in current trends.   

bluEs 
dEsIGn:  2013,  rE né roubíčE k

BLues
H: 50 inch

Colour: alexandrite and aquamarine
lIMItEd EdItIon: 50 pcs

the designs of the doyen of glass art, one of the world-renowned founding 
fathers of the phenomenon of Czech studio glass, are among the most 

artistically bold on offer from the glassworks. roubíček, is a visionary, 
he converses with glass in his creations and designs. His approach 

is unique and very inspiring for the Moser brand., as 
rené roubíček’s world of glass has no borders.
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GEMa
dEsIGn:  2000,  k atE řIna doušová

robust crystal vases with colourful cores are cut with a spherical
grindstone, which proportionally extends into the original shape. 

the collection designed by kateřina doušová brought the 
glassworks a new and inspiring perspective on decorative glass.

Gema
H: 25,5 inch

Colour: alexandrite
 underlay amethyst

CubIsM
dEsIGn:  2009,  rony plEsl

the successful glass artist and designer was inspired by 
the world famous Czech Cubism, typified by symmetric 

and asymmetric fractured surfaces. at the same time, he 
sensitively tied in to Moser’s cut glass tradition of the 1920’s. 

plesl’s inventive approach to tradition is an excellent 
example of the current trends in design.

CuBIsm
H: 30 inch

Colour: beryl
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Close cooperation with artists is one of the 
company‘s traditions. the Ludwig Moser 

award is a competition for students of 
secondary and higher education institutions 

that not only develops them, but also 
supports the development of young talent, 
giving them the opportunity to participate 
in the future form of a world famous brand. 

this is why each year’s winning designs 
are also part of the glassworks’ current 

collection and are present at all the major 
exhibitions that Moser takes part in.

The LuDWIG 
moseR aWaRD 

2011 - 2016

FElICIta
dEsIGn:  2011,  světl ana svatošová

Colourful pastel colours radiate from each flower, precision-
cut to the smallest detail. when grouped together they create 

a blooming meadow full of joy and happiness. the simple 
rotary shape lends an energy and vibrancy 

to světlana svatošová’s design. 

FeLICITa
w: 14 inch, 25 inch 

Colour: alexandrite and beryl
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CInQuE torrI
dEsIGn:  2014,  F Il Ip dobIás

Filip dobiáš designed a vase for Moser - an object that is based on 
the brand’s long-standing tradition and uses the potential of perfect 

craftsmanship, in conjunction with current morphology, to the utmost. 
It perfectly combines the decorative and utility functions 

that are mutually concordant.

CINQue ToRRI
H: 34,5 inch

Colour: clear underlay with aurora

DeCaNTeR
C: 1000  qt

Colour: clear

TumBLeR
C: 330 and 340 qt

Colour: clear

 purE
dEsIGn:  2016,  anabE l  ECkE r

the set’s purist lines and strictly symmetrical cut refer to the 
elegance of the drinks sets in the first half of the 20th century, 

to which an accent of current trends has been added.
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to celebrate its 160th anniversary, Moser’s 
current master glassblowers have joined forces 

with glass artists and designers to create the 
annual collection Moser 2017. the most 

beautiful, stylish and timeless examples of 
the art of our ancestors have been selected 
from the glassworks’ historical patterns and 
rejuvenated by today’s craftsmen. thanks to 
the fact that at Moser the glassmaking craft 
is carefully passed down from generation to 
generation, works of high artistic value have 

been produced by the same procedures used 
more than a hundred years ago. 

moseR 2o17

“we are proud that we are able to present to you the unique MosEr 

2017 anniversary collection, for which we created 80 works of art 

inspired by, and commemorating the most successful and most 

important works of the Moser glassworks created at different art 

developmental stages of the one-hundred-and-sixty-year history of 

the glassworks. these works brought world renown to the glassworks.

discover with us elaborately-painted historicist motifs, engraved art 

nouveau floral motifs, sanded and gilded strips of scenes of african 

animals, vases with original cuts in the art deco style or functionalism 

styles, and modernist works of the 1960s and 1970s which were 

characterized by a strong creative drive. the unique mastery of the 

craft of our engravers is demonstrated perfectly by the rendered 

engravings elaborated to the smallest detail, based on the originals 

of world painting masters leonardo da vinci, Caravaggio, sandro 

botticelli and william leighton. the masterful engravings feature a 

unique own atmosphere of the story and liveliness that engravers 

created through the gradual cutting-off of the coloured layers of 

crystal, and a sculptural eye for detail.

the highlights of the collection are works created in cooperation 

with leading glass artists, designers and artists that feature an original 

design, a unique combination of glass colours and distinctive stories 

that carry our art and dreams for the future generations.”

lukáš Jabůrek, art director 
of the glassworks, reveals 
the story of the creation of a 
unique anniversary collection:

lukáš Jabůrek
a r t  d I r E C t o r  o F  t H E  M o s E r  G l a s s w o r k s
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MElody 
dEsIGn:  s tudIo Irds

meLoDy
H: 31.5 inch

Colour: clear, amethyst , reseda, aurora, rose, green
lIMItEd EdItIon: 100  pcs

the monumental cut vase MElody consists of five vases, a crystal peak 
and a base pedestal. the undulating silhouette with colour transitions in the 
crystal of alternating shades of the Moser ruby colours resonates with the 
precise and graceful cuts. the special colouring of each vase is a vibrating 

nuance, the limbs of chords resonating in the crystal body of the music.

wood
dEsIGn:  sE bas tIan ME nsCHHorn

WooD
H: 7, 11.4 and 8.6 inch

Colour: clear underlay with reseda 
and overlay with amethyst

lIMItEd EdItIon: 160 pcs (each)

“It is about transformation, about metamorphoses. 
a piece of wood turns into crystal. Crystal becomes 
wood. the vases are something in between. I want 

to bring the idea of nature into our
cultivated surroundings.“
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ConE
dEsIGn:  lukáš JabůrE k

the deep track of the cutting wheel creates a sculptural solitaire 
with an extraordinary shimmering structure and endless mirrored 

reflections through which you can peer into the depths of the 
crystal mass. delicate pastel tones enhance the atmosphere 

and stimulate your inspiration towards a new experience.

CoNe
H: 10.2 inch

Colour: alexandrite underlay with rose

the sky vase or etui is a minimalist crystal object decorated with 
colourful fusions reminiscent of baroque techniques. “Contrast 

is one of the elements typical for my work.”

sky 
dEsIGn:  MIl an knížák

sKy
H: 8.3 inch

Colour: clear and basic Moser colours
lIMItEd EdItIon: 100 pcs
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FLamING JuNe
EnGravEd MotIF: Flaming June

Frederic leighton, 1895
H: 10.8 inch

Colour: topaz cased 
with aurora and rosalin 

lIMItEd EdItIon: 25 pcs

FlaMInG JunE
E nGravE r:  toMáš lEssE r

the motif is inspired by sleeping nymphs from Greek 
mythological sculpture. the master engraver has perfectly 

portrayed the strength and atmosphere of the moment, the 
inherent beauty. this classical motif is perfectly highlighted 

with a unique combination of layered coloured crystal, which 
is subsequently etched away to reveal the subtle shades 
and tones. the work invokes a very internal experience 

that takes us into the world of dreams.

LaDy WITh aN eRmINe
EnGravEd MotIF: lady with an Ermine, 

leonardo da vinci, 1489 – 1490 
H: 12.2 inch

Colour: topaz cased with blue and eldor 
lIMItEd EdItIon: 25  pcs

this painting is one of four surviving portraits that leonardo 
da vinci painted. using the demanding procedure of gradually 

scratching away at the dark blue crystal, master engraver 
vlastimil selinger achieved the precise chiaroscuro and 

character of the original. the engraving has a gentleness 
and pure finish that takes us back to the renaissance 

and underlines the artistry of this famous work.

lady wItH an ErMInE
E nGravE r:  vl as tIMIl  sE lInGE r
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ChaNDeLIeR FoR 
LuDWIG moseR

an exclusive chandelier of cut crystal glass 
with structures decorated with 24-karat gold, 

weighing nearly 200 kg, is a celebration of human 
courage, diligence and discipline, which can 

change dreams into reality – a tribute to Ludwig 
Moser, who laid a solid foundation for one of the 
most famous brands of luxury glass in the world. 

Its authors are the glassworks’ art Director Lukáš 
Jabůrek and the artist Filip Houdek.

the chandelier is unique in the world as it has 
arms gilded in several layers of 24-karat gold. the 

arms of the chandelier are festooned with 133 
drops from hand blown and cut crystal in the 

golden colour of Moser’s topaz, which are further 
decorated with oroplastic and painted with 

24-karat gold. it took around forty people a year of 
labour before this work could see the light of day.       



“the annual collection of the Moser Glassworks admirably 

demonstrates the symbiotic links of the past and the present, 

tradition and vision, form and content. reverence for ones 

roots, is not, however, trapped in them, but grows out of them. 

because the future is formed today. at the symbolic level, the 

collection is also a celebration of human courage, diligence 

and discipline, which can change dreams into reality – in 

homage to ludwig Moser, who laid a solid foundation for one 

of the world’s most famous brands of luxury glass.“

petr nový
C H I E F  C u r a t o r  o F  t H E  M u s E u M  o F  G l a s s 

a n d  J E w E l l E r y  I n  J a b l o n E C  n a d  n I s o u 




